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Where is the North Pole? How about the South Pole? This book will teach your child more than

just directions. It will also introduce the life forms found on each poles. The use of pictures that

are vibrantly colored will help make learning more easily understood. You will be amazed at

how easy it will be for your child to recall information pertaining to both poles. Buy one now!

About the AuthorBaby Professor showcases a collection of subjects that are educational for

kids to help them learn how to do something themselves, exactly how something is done or

how it came about. Children love to learn through attractive visuals and Baby Prof. is ideal to

get your child the head start he or she needs for the future. Our Motto - Learning is Fun, so

let's Make it Fun to Learn. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Ani99, “Great basic book on North and South Pole!. Adding my review of The North and South

Pole as an ebook, so bare with me. I downloaded this instantly from amazon after purchase, to

my cell phone to use with my free kindle app on phone. Unfortunately, my actual Kindle Fire

was having difficulties and I could not download to it. So my review is based on using a

Samsung Galaxy S5 phone screen.Not sure why there is a question mark at the end of the

title. Anyway, this ebook is short and to the point. The text is easy to read and understand,

and gives you basic information about each pole. I love how quick and simple they make it,

keeping a child's attention easily.The pictures are real pictures of the area, and the animals

that live on each pole. Beautiful, clear, pictures that pop out and link the information to each

picture. I love how this done, and how a child's eyes light up when seeing each picture! My

daughter, 11 year old 6th grader, LOVED this book! She learned things she did not know, and

thought the pictures were 'awesome' as she put it.Overall, I recommend this book for a basic

look at the North and South Pole. Great job!I received this ebook for free or a discounted price

to offer my honest opinion concerning this ebook. My review is based on my personal trial of

this ebook. I understand the importance of an honest review to help other consumers make an

educated purchase.  I hope you have found my review helpful.”

theFiveCs, “using for my 3rd grade homeschooler. I downloaded The North and South Pole?

for my third grader first year homeschooler to use in addition to/as a spin off with our science

lesson. It downloaded immediately and quickly.Having something on the computer, or tablet to

do is way more fun and interesting than sitting down at the table reading everyday. While we do

a lot of reading, sometimes things just need to be changed up a bit, and I feel having this on

the kindle will help do just that.This Ebook is simply written and illustrated also easy to use and

follow. It is obviously written for children but contains facts and figures that even an adult would

be happy to read.My 8 year old loves to read, and has enjoyed reading and looking at this

book. It may be short, but it's full of information. This is not a book to teach from, this is a book

to use as a spin off or compile with other books for a more in depth lesson. The pictures are

awesome and we love looking at them. We read the facts, then went back and looked at the

pictures and talked about the info on that page. This is a neat, interesting, small children's

book, filled with information, what more could you ask for!I don’t know about you, but I depend

very heavily on reviews that are posted on Amazon, even if I am purchasing an item

elsewhere, I read what the reviewers here have to say. I want to help others by providing my



reviews that detail personal experience with the products that I buy on Amazon. My aim is to

highlight the features and drawbacks that I would want to know about as a buyer, not hype the

product for the manufacturer. If you learned anything helpful about this product from my review,

you can let me know by clicking the “yes” button. Please note I’m not compensated in any way

for your vote; however, your positive vote definitely assists me in learning types of information

shoppers find helpful in a review. If you feel something is missing, I would like to know that as

well. My remarks are sincere and my own. I work very hard trying to write insightful and

thoughtful reviews for each itemI received this product at a discount in exchange for my honest

review.”

wells, “I LOVE PENGUINS. hello, First I would like to say that I purchase these e book samples

before I buy due to the fact I have purchased a lot of adult and childrens books that after they

came I was very disappointed and ended up donating them after only reading them once. Next

is that I really like childrens books that teach them something and are still fun. My

grandchildren are very much into learning and they all are little sponges. I love the south pole

myself and i love love penguins SO when I saw this one I grabbed it right away. I found it to be

very informative and it actually does teach them something. And the pictures in it are amazing

and beautiful. Also the pictures of the animals were great too. they go over everything from the

land formation to the animals.Sometimes I am disappointed it isn't the whole book and I have

to wait till my paperback version comes. This is one of them. I would definetly recommend this

for your geography freak. I hope that if you do choice this book you enjoy reading it to your

child. I'm sure my grandson is going to love this. . I was actually interested in the details myself.

And actually learned something from this myself. Great book would definetly purchase this for

your collection you will not be disappointed Happy reading.I received this e book sampler either

free or at a discount for my honest and unbiased review. Under no circumstances was I forced

to write a good review. I do belive that I did what I needed to do to be as honest about this I I

possibly can.thank you and keep reading to your child a early reader becomes a adult reader.”

The book by Baby Professor has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 62 people have provided feedback.
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